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Problem: 
How can I interface a unipolar 0 to +10V analog signal to the analog-to-digital (A/D) input on the 
EPIC-2 (Gecko)? 

Background: 
An input voltage of +4.396V, with respect to analog ground, is the maximum voltage you can 
apply to any of the eight analog inputs on the EPIC-2. Higher voltages can physically damage 
the A/D converter.  

The last digital transition, from FFEh (4094) to FFFh (4095), occurs at +4.0945V. Higher 
voltages will continue to produce a digital value of FFFh (4095). Technically, saturation occurs 
at exactly +4.0955V, which is where the next transition, from FFFh (4095) to 1000h (4096), 
would occur if it existed. 

The analog inputs have a reasonably high DC impedance with a DC leakage current of +/- 1 
micro amp. However, the AC impedance of 33 Pico farads can present accuracy problems 
when switching between channels if your source impedance is higher than about 1500 ohms. 

The analog input function on the EPIC-2 is implemented using a National ADC78H90 A/D chip 
(U24) clocked at 6.0 MHz, and a factory-programmed programmable logic device (PLD). The 
interface for the A/D chip is serial, but application software interacts with the A/D chip by reading 
and writing to standard 8-bit I/O ports implemented in the PLD. The PLD automatically serializes 
the control, status, and data information and insulates the user from having to directly 
encode/decode the serial data. A state machine in the PLD controls this activity. Total 
throughput has been empirically measured at 75,000 samples per second. The A/D conversion 
time is 13 clock cycles (2.1667 microseconds), and the channel-switch settling time is 3 clock 
cycles (0.5 microseconds); however, the PLD interleaves channel selection and conversion 
cycles. Overhead in the PLD and the serial communication reduces throughput to 75 ksps which 
equates to a total cycle time of 13.333 microseconds per conversion. Two serial frames are 
transferred between the A/D chip and the PLD for each conversion cycle. During the first frame 
(6.667 microseconds) channel selection and settling takes place. During the second frame 
(6.667 microseconds) the analog-to-digital conversion is performed; therefore, the maximum 
conversion speed of the National ADC78H90 A/D chip is not realized in the EPIC-2 
implementation. 

The A/D converter on the EPIC-2 is not designed to accept high impedance signals; however, 
you can buffer the source signals with a DC coupled amplifier or purchase an A/D converter 
board that has input characteristics more suitable to the characteristics of the system. 

Solution: 
The lowest cost method of scaling a 0 to +10V voltage signal down to 0 to +4.095V would be to 
use a pair of appropriately sized series resistors strung between your source voltage and analog 
ground, as shown below. The voltage at the junction of the two resistors would then be 
connected to one of the analog inputs. To keep the impedance in the 1500 ohm range, start with 
a 1500 ohm resistor connected to ground and a 2160 ohm resistor connected to your source 
voltage. 
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Links: 

 National Semiconductor ADC78H90 A/D Converter Data Sheet  

### 

 

http://www.versalogic.com/Support/Downloads/PDF/ADC78H90.pdf

